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With the technical progress and the emergence of the Internet, many companies have suffered
serious changes, almost every company acquired their own website. Print newspapers and
magazines moved to online sites or created a parallel online version. For this reason, new
sought-after professions appeared, one of them is a zero. This is a specialist who is engaged in
HTML layout of the pages of the site, the placement of pictures, video, texts on the site, layout of
text materials, simply speaking, is responsible for ensuring that the platform worked without errors
and the entire content is displayed correctly. Even more about the digital-sphere can be found on
the site "Russia - country of opportunity" by reference.

 What are the responsibilities perform a projection? Develops a template based on ready-made
layouts. Generates the site page settings, selects headlines and fonts. Makes templates in the prime
processing program. Edits photos, tables, interactive elements. Applies templates for creating a
single style on the entire site. Movements email-newsletter and promo-pages.

In some companies, this list can be extended may have to perform tasks for Web design and
Frontend programming.

 Complete online courses for free and discover the new opportunities to start learning what the
brand cleaner should know?
To own the HTML language, HTML5, also a competitive advantage will be the knowledge of Twitter
Bootstrap or Semantic UI; Know the language of CSS style tables; Understand the basics of
JavaScript, jQuery; be able to work in visual editors; We understand how to check the validity of the
code.

The profession of the vestist can approach almost anyone who loves to mess with computers and
understands how it works. To master the profession, there is enough special courses, the training on
which on average will take 4 months. The advantages of the profession of the vestovel is the rapid
development of the profession, there is an opportunity to independently get the necessary skills. If
you wish and zeal, the profession can be trained in 2 months, and after 6 months, get the first
increase. Wide career development prospects, you can take adjacent professions, such as the
position of the frontend developer. High demand in the labor market. It is possible to work in remote
mode. The disadvantages of the profession are routine tasks. It is necessary to constantly develop
and follow new discoveries in the development.

The profession of the vestist can be the first step for starting in various IT directions. Many experts
who have gained experience become frontend developers, web-designers or Web masters.
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